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Beam-target double-spin asymmetries and target single-spin asymmetries were measured for the exclusive

π 0 electroproduction reaction γ ∗p → pπ 0, expanding an analysis of the γ ∗p → nπ+ reaction from the

same experiment. The results were obtained from scattering of 6-GeV longitudinally polarized electrons off

longitudinally polarized protons using the CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer at Jefferson Laboratory. The

kinematic ranges covered are 1.1 < W < 3 GeV and 1 < Q2 < 6 GeV2. Results were obtained for about 5700

bins in W , Q2, cos(θ∗), and φ∗. The beam-target asymmetries were found to generally be greater than zero, with

relatively modest φ∗ dependence. The target asymmetries exhibit very strong φ∗ dependence, with a change in

sign occurring between results at low W and high W , in contrast to π+ electroproduction. Reasonable agreement

is found with phenomenological fits to previous data for W < 1.6 GeV, but significant differences are seen at

higher W . When combined with cross-sectional measurements, as well as π+ observables, the present results will

provide powerful constraints on nucleon resonance amplitudes at moderate and large values of Q2, for resonances

with masses as high as 2.4 GeV.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.95.035207

I. INTRODUCTION

This article is a companion to a previous publication [1],

which presents data for the target and beam-target spin asym-

metries in exclusive π+ electroproduction for Q2 > 1 GeV2.

The present article expands upon Ref. [1] to provide results

for π0 electroproduction. Briefly, the physics motivation is to

study nucleon structure and reaction mechanisms via large-Q2

pion electroproduction. The results are from the eg1-dvcs ex-

periment, which used scattering of 6-GeV longitudinally polar-

ized electrons off longitudinally polarized protons. Scattered

electrons and electroproduced neutral pions were detected

in the CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer [2] (CLAS)

at Jefferson Laboratory (JLab). The standard detector set of

wire chambers, gas-filled Cherenkov detectors, time-of-flight

scintillation counters, and electromagnetic calorimeter was

augmented for this experiment with an inner calorimeter (IC).

This calorimeter consists of an array of small lead-tungstate

crystals, each 15 cm long and roughly 2 cm square. The IC

greatly increased the acceptance for neutral pions compared

to the standard setup. The primary target for this analysis

consisted of a 1.5-cm-long cell with about 1 g/cm2 of ammonia

immersed in a liquid-helium bath. An auxiliary target with

carbon instead of ammonia was used for background studies.

The data taking relevant to the present analysis was divided

into two parts, for which the target position, electron beam

energy, and beam and target polarizations are listed in Table I.

*bosted@jlab.org

For further elucidation of the physics motivation, details

on the formalism, experimental overview, and details on the

detection of scattered electrons, please see the companion

article [1] as well as other publications from the eg1-dvcs

experiment on inclusive electron scattering [3] and deep virtual

Compton scattering [4].

Large four-momentum transferred Q2 measurements of

spin-averaged cross sections for exclusive π0 electroproduc-

tion from a proton are sparse compared to π+ production, and

published results are limited to the �(1232) resonance region

[5,6], with results at higher invariant mass W from CLAS still

under analysis [7], although the beam single-spin asymmetries

(ALU ) were published [8] several years ago. Beam-target

asymmetries (ALL) and target single-spin asymmetries (AUL)

for ep → eπ0p were reported from the eg1b experiment at

JLab [9] at relatively low Q2 for an electron beam energy of

1.7 GeV. Results for ALL and AUL at much larger values of

Q2 from the present experiment were reported in Ref. [10],

for values of the final-state invariant mass W above 2 GeV.

The present analysis expands upon Ref. [10] to include W <

2 GeV and provide higher statistical precision for W > 2 GeV

through the inclusion of additional final state topologies.

II. ANALYSIS

The data analysis for π0 electroproduction proceeded in

parallel with that for π+ electroproduction as described in the

companion article, Ref. [1].

035207-2
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TABLE I. Run period names, target position along the beam line

relative to CLAS center (z), nominal beam energy (E), PBPT , and PB ,

where PB (PT ) is the beam (target) polarization, for the two running

periods of the experiment.

Run period z E PBPT PB

Part A −58 cm 5.887 GeV 0.637 ± 0.011 0.85 ± 0.04

Part B −68 cm 5.954 GeV 0.645 ± 0.007 0.85 ± 0.04

A. Particle identification

We analyzed π0 electroproduction using three topologies:

ep → eγ γp, ep → eγ (γ )p, and ep → eγ γ (p). No event was

counted in more than one topology. All three topologies require

detection of the scattered electron and at least one photon.

The ep → eγ γp and ep → eγ γ (p) topologies require the

detection of two photons with invariant mass corresponding

to a π0. The ep → eγ γp and ep → eγ (γ )p topologies also

require the detection of a proton. The cuts used to identify

scattered electrons are given in Ref. [1].

1. Proton identification

Protons were identified by requiring a positively charged

track with a time of arrival at the scintillation counters within

0.7 ns (approximately 3σ ) of that predicted from the time of

arrival of the electron in the event. This timing cut removed all

charged pions from the sample but allowed between 10% to

100% of K+, depending on kaon momentum. These events

were removed by the missing mass cut discussed below.

Positrons were removed from the sample by requiring small

(or no) signal in the Cherenkov detector and small deposited

energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter (EC). Also required

were a vertex position reconstructed (with a resolution of 5 to

8 mm) within 4 cm of the nominal target center and a polar

scattering angle between 15 and 48 deg.

2. Photon identification

Photons in the EC were identified with the following

criteria: no associated track (to ensure neutrality); energy

greater than 0.3 GeV (to have sufficiently good energy

resolution); time of arrival at the EC in agreement with the

scattered electron time within 3 ns (to reduce the rate of

accidental coincidences); and an antibremsstrahlung cut of

3.4 deg. A photon was considered to be a candidate for

bremsstrahlung from the scattered electron if the opening angle

between the electron and the photon was less than 3.4 deg at

either the target vertex or the first drift chamber. The reason

that both places were checked is that the electron undergoes a

significant azimuthal rotation in the target solenoid.

Photons in the IC were identified by requiring a deposited

energy of at least 0.2 GeV (to ensure adequate energy

resolution) and a time of arrival within 2 ns of that calculated

from the scattered electron arrival time (to reject random

background). Single photons in the IC [for the topology

ep → eγ (γ )p] were not considered, because study of the

electron-proton missing mass distributions revealed a large

background of events in which the IC particle was an electron

FIG. 1. Two-photon invariant mass distributions for (a) ep →

eγ γp and (b) ep → eγ γ (p), with all relevant exclusivity cuts

applied. The vertical dashed lines show the cuts used for ep → eγ γp.

The solid (dashed) curve in the lower panel is with (without) the

application of the χ 2 cut discussed in the text.

(rather than a photon), and the missing particle was a positron,

i.e.,

e−p → e− (in IC) p (in CLAS)

× e− (in CLAS) (e+, missing).

In this case, the electron in CLAS and the missing positron

are the products of the decays of π0, η, or other mesons.

A scintillator hodoscope array placed in front of the IC

would have allowed for rejection of charged particles but

unfortunately was not reliably operational for this experiment.

3. π
0 identification

For topologies ep → eγ γp and ep → eγ γ (p), a π0

was identified using the invariant mass of the photon pair.

Figure 1(a) shows the mass distributions for events passing

all other exclusivity cuts for the topology ep → eγ γp. The

background under the peak is very small (less than 1.5%) for

this topology. The vertical dashed lines show the cuts used:

0.10 < Mγ γ < 0.17 GeV.

The two-photon mass distribution for topology ep →

eγ γ (p) is shown in Fig. 1(b). The dashed curve is for

events passing the electron-meson missing mass cut discussed

below. There is more background under the π0 peak than

for topology ep → eγ γp (as evidenced by the enhancement

around 0.1 GeV). Rather than using a simple two-photon mass
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cut, it was found that a more complicated cut was better at

removing background events. The solid curve is with the cut

χ2 < 4, where χ2 is defined in the next paragraph. The cut

value was chosen empirically to minimize the uncertainty in

the final asymmetry results.

In order to get the best possible determination of electron-

pion missing mass, we adjusted the energy of each of the two

photons such that the invariant mass was exactly equal to the

π0 mass M0. We did not adjust the photon angles, because the

energy resolution is the dominant contribution. We can define

M2
0 /M2

γ γ = (1 + c1σ1)(1 + c2σ2), (1)

where Mγ γ is the measured invariant two-photon mass, c1

and c2 are coefficients to be determined by minimizing χ2 =

c2
1 + c2

2, and the relative photon energy resolutions σi were

approximated by

σi = 0.01 +
0.05
√

Eγ

for IC,

σi = 0.02 +
0.12
√

Eγ

for EC.

After the fit was done, the photon energies were scaled by

(1 + ciσi).

B. Exclusivity kinematic cuts

For all three topologies, kinematic cuts were placed to

improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The value of kinematic

cuts is twofold. First, most of the kinematic quantities have

a wider distribution for bound nucleons (in target materials

with atomic number A > 2) than for free protons. Kinematic

cuts therefore reduce the dilution of the signal of interest

(scattering from polarized free protons) compared to the

background from unpolarized nucleons in materials with

A > 2. Second, kinematic cuts are needed to isolate single-

meson production from multimeson production. Multimeson

production was further reduced by eliminating events in

which any extra particles were detected in CLAS or the IC.

The general method for choosing cut values was to vary

them empirically over a coarse grid, taking into account

the need to limit multimeson production and pick values

that were close to minimizing the uncertainties in the final

asymmetries.

1. Electron-pion missing mass cut

For both the ep → eγ γp and ep → eγ γ (p) topologies,

the electron-pion missing mass Meπ
x should be equal to

the proton mass of 0.938 GeV. In general, one would

like the upper cut on Meπ
x to be well below M + mπ =

1.08 GeV, to avoid contributions from multipion pro-

duction. Placing tighter cuts helps to reduce the nuclear

background.

The distribution in Meπ
x is shown for the fully exclusive

topology ep → eγ γp in Fig. 2(b) averaged over the full

kinematic range of the experiment. All other applicable ex-

clusivity cuts have been applied. The solid circles correspond

to counts from the ammonia target, while the open circles

FIG. 2. Electron-pion missing mass spectra for the topologies (a)

ep → eγ γ (p) and (b) ep → eγ γp. Counts from the ammonia target

are shown as the solid circles and counts from the carbon target

(scaled by the ratio of integrated luminosities on bound nucleons) are

shown as the open circles. All other applicable exclusivity cuts have

been applied. The vertical dashed lines indicate the cuts used.

correspond to counts from the carbon target, scaled by the

ratio of luminosities on A > 2 nucleons. A clear peak is seen

near the nucleon mass from the ammonia target, with a smaller

but wider distribution from the carbon target that matches the

wings on the ammonia distributions on the low-mass side of

the peak. On the high side of the peak, the ammonia rates are

higher, due to the radiative tail of the single-pion production,

and the gradual turn-on of multipion production. The vertical

dashed lines show the cuts used: 0.84 < Meπ
x < 1.04 GeV.

Within the cut region, approximately 10% of the events come

from nucleons in nuclei with A > 2 and 90% from free

protons.

The distribution in Meπ
x is shown for topology ep →

eγ γ (p) in Fig. 2(a), for W < 1.5 GeV. The nuclear back-

ground is considerably larger in this case, because there

are no other exclusivity cuts that can be applied for this

topology. For this reason, we used tighter missing mass cuts of

0.86 < Meπ
x < 1.02 GeV. For W > 1.5 GeV, an increasingly

large multipion background was observed, and those events

were not used in the analysis.

The spectra were examined to see if the optimal cut values

depends on W , Q2, cos(θ∗), or φ∗. Although the peak widths

vary somewhat with kinematic variables, a constant cut value

did not degrade the signal-to-noise ratios by more than a few

percent.
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FIG. 3. Distribution of (MeN
x )2 for (a) the topology ep → eγ γp

and (b) the topology ep → eγ (γ )p. Symbols are as in Fig. 2. The

vertical dashed lines show the cuts used. All other relevant exclusivity

cuts have been applied.

2. Electron-proton missing mass cuts

In the two topologies for which a proton was measured

in the final state, the squared electron-proton missing mass

(MeN
x )2 should equal the π0 mass squared (0.02 GeV2).

The spectra for the two topologies are shown in Fig. 3,

averaged over the kinematic range of the experiment. The

cuts were chosen symmetrically around 0.02 GeV2, are shown

as the vertical dashed lines, and correspond to −0.07 <

(MeN
x )2 < 0.11 GeV2 for topology ep → eγ γp and −0.02 <

(MeN
x )2 < 0.06 GeV2 for topology ep → eγ (γ )p. These cuts

are very effective in reducing nuclear background, as well as

eliminating multimeson production. The larger tails at positive

values of (MeN
x )2 are the result of photon radiation by the

incoming or scattered electron.

3. Proton angular cuts

In the topology ep → eγ γp, cuts on the cone angles

of the detected proton are useful in rejecting background

from A > 2 materials. From the kinematics of the detected

electron and pion, the direction cosines of the recoil proton

are calculated and compared with the observed angles. We

denote the difference in predicted and observed angles as

δθN in the in-plane direction and δφN in the out-of-plane

direction (which tends to have worse experimental resolution).

Distributions of these two quantities are shown in Fig. 4. It can

be seen that with cuts on Mx and the complementary angle,

the nuclear background is relatively small and flat compared

FIG. 4. Distribution of the in-plane (out-of-plane) angular differ-

ence in the predicted and observed proton direction cosines for the

topology ep → eγ γp are shown in the upper (lower) panel. The solid

black points are for the ammonia target, while the open circles are

from the carbon target, scaled by integrated luminosity. The vertical

dashed lines indicate the cuts used in the analysis. All other relevant

exclusivity cuts have been applied.

to the peaks from the free proton. We used the cuts |δθN | < 3◦

and |δφN | < 6◦, for all kinematic bins.

4. Specific cuts used for topology ep → eγ (γ ) p

Four cuts were applied for the ep → eγ (γ )p topology. The

first was to require that the electron-proton-photon missing

mass squared (M
epγ
x )2 be close to zero, to ensure that the

missing particle (if any), is a photon. The spectra at low and

high W values are shown in Fig. 5, along with the cut −0.02 <

(M
epγ
x )2 < 0.02 GeV2.

Two cuts for ep → eγ (γ )p were used to reduce con-

tamination from events from the virtual Compton scattering

(VCS) reaction ep → epγ . The VCS reaction differs from

π0 production by (a) electron-proton-photon missing energy

Emiss = 0 and (b) the difference in angle between the observed

photon and the angle predicted from the detected electron and

proton δθγ = 0. For π0 production, both of these quantities

are positive. In addition, the photon energy on average is much

larger for VCS than for π0 production.

The features of VCS events can be readily seen in Fig. 6 as

a strong enhancement at small values of both δθg and Emiss,

especially for events with photon energies greater than 2 GeV

[Fig. 6(a)], with weaker population in this region for lower

photon energies [Fig. 6(b)]. The dashed lines indicate the cuts
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FIG. 5. Distributions of electron-proton-photon missing mass

squared for the ep → eγ (γ )p topology for (a) 1.1 < W < 1.45 GeV

and (b) 2.15 < W < 2.5 GeV. Symbols are as in Fig. 2. The vertical

dashed lines show the cuts used. All other relevant exclusivity cuts

have been applied.

used in the analysis. The cuts were applied differently for high

and low photon energies:

δθg > 2 deg AND Emiss > 0.35 GeV for Eγ > 2 GeV,

(2)

δθg > 2 deg OR Emiss > 0.35 GeV for Eγ < 2 GeV.

(3)

With all other exclusivity cuts applied, the above cuts remove

97% of the events for Eγ > 2 GeV and 5% of the events for

Eγ < 2 GeV.

Another cut was used to reject events where the actual

reaction was not from electron scattering but rather a photo-

production reaction, i.e., γp → pe−γ (e+), where the γ , e−,

and missing e+ come from π0 Dalitz decay. In this case, the

opening angle between the electron and positron is zero. Such

events result in an enhancement in the difference in azimuthal

angles between the measured electron and the missing positron

(calculated assuming the missing particle is a photon). We put

a cut of ±30 deg to eliminate these rarely occurring events.

The final cut was on the quantity Mγ (γ ), which is the

invariant mass of the detected photon and the missing particle,

with the imposed constraint that the mass of the missing

particle is zero. As shown in Fig. 7, the Mγ (γ ) spectrum is

consistent with pure neutral pion production when all other

FIG. 6. Distributions of angular difference between the predicted

and measured photon (horizontal axis) vs electron-proton-photon

missing energy (vertical axis) for the ep → eγ (γ )p topology. Panel

(a) is for photons with energy greater than 2 GeV, with the remainder

of the events in panel (b). The dashed lines indicate the two cuts used

in the analysis. All other exclusivity cuts have been applied.

FIG. 7. Distribution of Mγ (γ ) for the topology ep → eγ (γ )p.

Symbols are as in Fig. 2. The vertical dashed lines show the cuts

used. All other relevant exclusivity cuts have been applied.
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exclusivity cuts are applied. We used the cut 0.06 < Mγ (γ ) <

0.22 GeV.

5. Additional cuts

For topology ep → eγ γp, the energy of all final-state

particles is measured, and therefore the missing energy Em

distribution is centered on zero for free proton events and about

0.02 GeV for bound protons. A cut of Em < 0.13 GeV was

used to give a slight improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio.

For topology ep → eγ γ (p), only events with W < 1.5 GeV

were used, as mentioned above. For topology ep → eγ (γ )p,

only events with the photon in the EC were used.

C. Kinematic binning

The kinematic range of the experiment is 1.1 < W < 3

GeV and 1 < Q2 < 6 GeV2. As shown in Fig. 1 of Ref. [1],

the range in Q2 changes with W . We therefore made four

bins in Q2, where the limits correspond to electron scattering

angles of 15.5, 18, 21, 26, and 38 deg. We used fixed W bins

of width 0.05 GeV for W < 1.9 GeV, which is comparable to

the experimental resolution. For W > 1.9 GeV, the bin widths

gradually increase to achieve roughly equal counting rates,

with bin boundaries at 1.90, 1.96, 2.03, 2.11, 2.20, 2.31, 2.43,

2.56, 2.70, 2.85, and 3 GeV. We used six bins in cos(θ∗), with

boundaries at −0.6, −0.2, 0.1, 0.36, 0.6, 0.85, and 0.995. We

used 12 bins in φ∗, equally spaced between 0 and 2π .

A strong consideration in choosing the bin sizes was that

we required at least ten counts in a given bin in order to

have approximately Gaussian statistical uncertainties. The

total number of bins is 7488, of which about 5700 had enough

events to be included in the final results.

III. ASYMMETRIES

Spin asymmetries were formed as follows:

ALL =
N↑↓ + N↓↑ − N↑↑ − N↓↓

Ntot f PBPT

, (4)

AUL =
N↑↑ + N↓↑ − N↑↓ − N↓↓

Ntot f PT

, (5)

where the symbols N represent the number of events in a

given helicity configuration, divided by the corresponding

integrated beam current. The first superscript ↑ refers to

the beam polarization direction and the second to the target

polarization direction. The total number of counts is denoted by

Ntot = N↑↑ + N↓↑ + N↑↓ + N↓↓, and f is the dilution factor,

defined as the fraction of events originating from polarized free

protons, compared to the total number of events. The product

of beam polarization (PB) and target polarization (PT ) as well

as the value of PB are listed in Table I for the two parts of the

experiment.

A. Dilution factor

The dilution factor f is defined as the ratio of spin-averaged

scattering rate from free nucleons to the scattering rate from

all nucleons in the target. With the assumption that the cross

FIG. 8. Dilution factors as a function of W for the ep → eγ γp

topology (solid curves), the ep → eγ (γ )p topology (long dashed

curves), and the ep → eγ γ (p) topology (short dashed curves) for

the four Q2 bins of this experiment and a typical bin in cos(θ∗). For

the two sets of dashed curves, smaller values of f correspond to

higher values of Q2.

section per nucleon is the same for bound protons in all of the

nuclear materials (with A > 2) in a given target, and also that

the effective detection efficiency is the same for the ammonia

and carbon targets, then

f = 1 − RA>2

NC

NNH3

, (6)

where NC and NNH3
are the number of counts from the

carbon and ammonia targets respectively, measured in a

given kinematic bin for a given topology, normalized by

the corresponding integrated beam charge. The symbol RA>2

denotes the ratio of the number of bound nucleons in the

ammonia target to the number of bound nucleons in the

carbon target. Bound nucleons are defined to be in materials

with atomic number A > 2. The latter was determined from

a detailed analysis of the target composition using inclusive

electron-scattering rates from ammonia, carbon, and empty

targets, yielding RA>2 = 0.71 for part A and RA>2 = 0.72 for

part B.

Because the integrated luminosity on the carbon target was

about ten times lower than on the ammonia target, there is a

large amplification of the uncertainty on the ratio of carbon

to ammonia counts, NC

NNH3

. In many cases, this would lead

to unphysical values of f (i.e., f < 0). We therefore took

advantage of the fact that f is a very slowly varying function

of kinematic variables and did a global fit to NC

NNH3

. The fit

values were then used to evaluate f in each kinematic bin.
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FIG. 9. Beam-target double spin asymmetry ALL for the reaction ep → eπ 0p as a function of φ∗ in seven bins in W (columns) and six

cos(θ∗) bins (rows). The results are from the two lower Q2 bins of this analysis. The column headings include the average value of virtual

photon polarization ǫ. The error bars reflect statistical uncertainties only. The solid red curves are from the MAID 2007 fit [13] and the blue

dashed curves are from a JANR fit [14].

As in Ref. [1], the functional forms for the fit contained

25 terms of the form pi cosNc (θ∗)WNW (Q2)NQ , where pi is

a free parameter, and the exponents NC , NW , and NQ range

from 0 to 3 (although not all possible terms were included).

An additional eight terms were included to account for the

influence of the three prominent nucleon resonances centered

at 1.23, 1.53, and 1.69 GeV, all with widths of 0.120 GeV. The

reason that these resonance terms are needed is that the nucleon

resonances are effectively broadened in the target materials

with A > 2 by Fermi motion. This generates resonant-like

structures in the ratio of carbon-to-ammonia count rates. Tests

were made to see if any φ∗-dependent terms would improve

the fits. No significant improvements were found.

The dilution factors for part B for the three topologies are

shown in Fig. 8 as a function of W for the four Q2 bins

of this analysis and a typical bin in cos(θ∗). For the fully

exclusive topology, ep → eγ γp, the dilution factor is large,

about 0.85 on average, corresponding to the good rejection of

background that is possible with the exclusivity cuts when the

recoil proton is detected. For the topology ep → eγ (γ )p, the

dilution factor is reasonably good for W < 2 GeV, averaging

about 0.65, with significant resonant structure visible. For W >

2 GeV, there is a trend for f to decrease, dropping to values

as low as 0.4 at the highest values of W . This is because

Fermi broadening results in an increasing amount of multipion

production from the nuclear target material. The dilution factor

for topology ep → eγ γ (p) is much lower than for the other

two topologies, averaging about 0.25. The Q2 dependence is

relatively weak, although there is a trend towards lower values

of f at higher values of Q2. Because part A had much lower

statistical accuracy than part B, we used the part B fits for

part A.

B. Combining data sets

The entire asymmetry analysis was performed separately

for parts A and B. The results were combined by averaging
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FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 9, except for the two larger Q2 bins of this analysis.

asymmetries, weighted by their respective statistical uncer-

tainties, for each of the 4-dimensional bins. Since the two

configurations differ only in the acceptance function, which

should cancel in forming the asymmetries, the expectation is

that the acceptance functions should be fully compatible sta-

tistically. This expectation was verified for both asymmetries

for all three topologies.

C. Combining topologies

We next averaged together the asymmetry results for

the three topologies, weighted by their respective statistical

uncertainties, for each of the 4-dimensional bins. For both

asymmetries, the topologies were found to be statistically

compatible, indicating that the dilution factors for the different

topologies are properly accounted for. We found that topology

ep → eγ γp is the biggest contributor at high W , while

topology ep → eγ (γ )p dominates at low values of W . Due to

the poor dilution factor, topology ep → eγ γ (p) has relatively

little impact on the final results.

D. Additional corrections

As summarized in Ref. [1], radiative corrections were

found to be negligible. The correction from the slightly

polarized nitrogen in the ammonia targets was also found to

be negligible.

E. Systematic uncertainties

The dominant systematic uncertainty on all the asymmetry

results is an overall scale uncertainty from the beam and target

polarizations. The uncertainty in ALL is relatively small (1.4%)

because PBPT was well measured using ep elastic scattering.

The relative uncertainty in AUL is larger (4%) due to the

uncertainty in PB , from which we obtained PT by dividing

PBPT by PB .

The other source of normalization uncertainty is the dilution

factor. As discussed in more detail in Ref. [3], the uncertainties

in the target composition correspond to about a 2.5% relative

uncertainty in the amount of background subtraction, which

corresponds to 1% to 1.5% in the asymmetry results, for the
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FIG. 11. Target single-spin asymmetry AUL for the reaction ep → eπ 0p as a function of φ∗ in seven bins in W (columns) and six cos(θ∗)

bins (rows). The results are from the two lower Q2 bins of this analysis. The error bars reflect statistical uncertainties only. The solid red curves

are from the MAID 2007 fit [13] and the blue dashed curves are from a JANR fit [14].

missing particle topologies, and less than 0.5% for the fully

exclusive topology.

Another source of systematic uncertainty is in the factor

RA>2. We compared three methods of determining this factor:

a study of inclusive electron scattering rates, fits to the low

electron-pion missing mass spectra, and the value that gives the

best agreement for ALL between the fully exclusive topology

and the topology where the recoil nucleon is not detected. This

last technique relies on the fact that the fully exclusive topology

has much less nuclear background. From these comparisons,

we estimate a systematic uncertainty of about 2% (relative) for

RA>2. This translates into approximately 1.5% (at low W ) to

2.5% (at high W ) overall normalization uncertainties on both

ALL and AUL.

It is also possible for assumptions made in the dilution factor

fitting, such as the lack of φ∗ dependence, to result in point-

to-point systematic uncertainties. Based on trying out several

different functional forms to the fit, these were found to be

much smaller than the point-to-point statistical uncertainties.

Adding the above sources of uncertainty in quadrature, we

obtain an overall normalization uncertainty of 3% for ALL and

5% for AUL.

IV. RESULTS

With over 5700 kinematic points, each with relatively large

statistical uncertainties, it is a challenge to portray the entire

data set in a meaningful way. For plotting purposes, we

therefore averaged together adjacent bin triplets or quartets

in W and adjacent bin pairs in Q2. The complete set of results

is available in the CLAS database [11] and in the Supplemental

Material associated with this article [12].

A. ALL

The results for the beam-target spin asymmetry ALL are

plotted as a function of φ∗ in seven bins in W and six bins in

cos(θ∗) in Fig. 9 for the lower Q2 data and in Fig. 10 for the
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FIG. 12. Same as Fig. 11, except for the two larger Q2 bins of this analysis.

higher Q2 data. A weak trend for larger asymmetries at larger

Q2 can be observed.

The main features of the data are a relatively large and

positive asymmetry (averaging about 0.3) for most kinematic

bins. A major exception is for the lowest W bin, centered

on the �(1232) resonance, where the values of ALL are

closer to zero. This feature is expected because the �(1232)

transition is dominated by spin-1/2 to spin-3/2 transitions,

which gives a negative value of ALL, balancing the positive

contribution from the Born terms. Another exception is for the

lowest cos(θ∗) bins, where again the asymmetries are close to

zero.

Also shown on the plots are the results of two representative

fits to previous data (limited to W < 2 GeV): the 2007 version

of the MAID unitary isobar fit [13] and the unitary isobar

version of the joint analysis of nucleon resonances (JANR)

fit [14], averaged with the same weighting as the data points.

Formally, these two fits are rather similar in nature, but differ

in the data sets used and in the functional forms used for

the Q2 dependence of the resonance form factors. By and

large, both the MAID 2007 and the JANR fits describe the

data reasonably well up to W = 1.6 GeV, with differences

appearing at larger W . Compared to the asymmetries for

exclusive π+ electroproduction from this same experiment

(see figures in Ref. [1]), the π0 asymmetries are generally

closer to zero, except at forward angles and larger values of

W , where they are very similar.

B. AU L

The results for the target spin asymmetry AUL are plotted

as a function of φ∗ in seven bins in W and six bins in cos(θ∗)

in Fig. 11 for the lower Q2 data and in Fig. 12 for the higher

Q2 data. It can be seen that the Q2 dependence of the results is

weak. The main feature of the data is large sin(φ∗) modulations

that are small at forward angles and grow to nearly maximal

values at central angles. At low values of W , the modulations

are almost equal in magnitude, but of opposite sign, to those

observed for π+ electroproduction (see corresponding figures

in Ref. [1]), while at large values of W , the sign of the

modulations changes from the low W asymmetries to be in

agreement with the π+ asymmetries.
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The sign and magnitude of the results are well reproduced

by the MAID and JANR fits for W < 1.6 GeV. At larger

W , the MAID fit reproduces the relatively small asymmetries

observed in the data for 1.6 < W < 2 GeV, while the JANR fit

exhibits larger asymmetries than observed in the experiment.

Combined with the results for ALL, the results for AUL

strongly suggest that there are important nucleon resonance

contributions to exclusive pion electroproduction for W > 1.7

GeV and Q2 > 1 GeV2.

V. SUMMARY

Target and beam-target spin asymmetries in exclusive

π0 electroproduction (γ ∗p → pπ0) were obtained from

scattering of 6-GeV longitudinally polarized electrons from

longitudinally polarized protons using the CLAS detector at

JLab. The kinematic range covered is 1.1 < W < 3 GeV and

1 < Q2 < 6 GeV2. Results were obtained for about 5700 bins

in W , Q2, cos(θ∗), and φ∗. Except at forward angles, very

large target-spin asymmetries are observed over the entire W

region. In contrast to π+ electroproduction, the sign of the AUL

modulations changes from positive at low W to negative at high

W . Reasonable agreement is found with the phenomenological

MAID 2007 fit [13] and the JANR fit [14] to previous data for

W < 1.6 GeV, but significant differences are seen at higher

values of W , where no data were available when the fits were

made. We anticipate that new global fits using the present π0

target and beam-target asymmetry data, when combined with

beam-spin asymmetry and spin-averaged cross-sectional data,

as well as π+ observables, will yield major insights into the

structure of the proton and its many excited states.
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